Introduction {#Sec1}
============

5*d* transition metal oxides feature a rare interplay between Coulomb repulsion *U*, crystal-field $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta $$\end{document}$ and strong spin--orbit coupling (SOC) that gives rise to novel electronic and magnetic states \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. A significant body of work has been devoted to the Ruddlesden--Popper series of strontium iridates ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {Sr}_{2}\hbox {IrO}_{4}}$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. The dimensionality of these compounds can be tuned by varying *n*, which increases octahedral connectivity and lowers *U* \[[@CR5]\]. The resulting bandwidths have been studied through optical spectroscopy, showing an increase from $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n=1, {\hbox {Sr}_{2}\hbox {IrO}_{4}}$$\end{document}$) to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {SrIrO}}_{3}$$\end{document}$), where in the three-dimensional limit a semimetallic state is found \[[@CR6]\]. Photoemission and transport studies have shown that the unusual electronic structure of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {SrIrO}}_{3}$$\end{document}$ (SIO) consists of heavy hole-like and light electron-like bands \[[@CR7]--[@CR9]\]. First-principles calculations and diffraction measurements show that these electron-like bands originate from Dirac cones that are gapped due to symmetry breaking in response to strain \[[@CR10]\]. This is always the case for epitaxial films, and strain-free SIO can only be studied in polycrystalline form since the single-crystal perovskite phase is thermodynamically unstable \[[@CR11]\]. The gapped Dirac semimetallic state has been studied through magnetoresistance (MR) measurements, both in thin films \[[@CR12]--[@CR16]\] and in polycrystalline samples \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\]. While the MR in strain-free SIO is 2--3 orders of magnitude larger than in epitaxially strained films, it is qualitatively similar, showing positive, quasilinear behavior.

The proximity of SIO to a metal--insulator phase boundary gives rise to anomalous properties such as non-Fermi liquid behavior and enhanced paramagnetism due to a ferromagnetic instability \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\]. Signatures of non-Fermi liquid behavior such as linear resistivity versus temperature \[[@CR21]\] and divergent specific heat \[[@CR22]\] have previously been observed. In ultrathin films, *U* is further increased by confinement, resulting in an enhancement of spin fluctuations \[[@CR16]\]. This brings the system closer to two-dimensional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {Sr}_{2}\hbox {IrO}_{4}}$$\end{document}$, in which the magnetic moments display canted in-plane antiferromagnetic order \[[@CR23], [@CR24]\]. The magnetic state of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {Sr}_{2}\hbox {IrO}_{4}}$$\end{document}$ was studied through anisotropic MR (AMR) measurements, which revealed a field-induced metamagnetic transition from an antiferromagnetic to a weakly ferromagnetic state \[[@CR25]--[@CR27]\]. Here, we use AMR measurements to study the correlation between electronic transport and magnetic order in ultrathin SIO. We find that the low-temperature negative MR component is anisotropic, and its angular dependence reveals the appearance of a fourfold symmetric component above a critical magnetic field. We attribute this to field-induced magnetic ordering in the SIO film that is inherently close to a ferromagnetic instability.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Sample preparation and experimental setup {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

SIO films were grown by pulsed laser deposition on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hbox {SrTiO}_{3}$$\end{document}$(001) substrates. Hall bars were patterned through Ar etching and subsequent evaporation of Pd/Au contacts. RHEED oscillations show that both SIO and STO grow in layer-by-layer mode. Details regarding the growth and fabrication included in the supplementary information and discussed in previous work \[[@CR16], [@CR21]\]. X-ray diffraction measurements reported in previous work show that the films are fully strained and in a tetragonal state due to the suppression of octahedral tilts by the STO substrate \[[@CR28]\]. Magnetotransport measurements were performed in a dilution fridge with a base temperature of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$70\,\mathrm {mK}$$\end{document}$ equipped with a vector magnet and low-noise electronics. The resistance was measured in four-probe configuration with lock-in amplifiers. A Wheatstone bridge circuit was used to measure small resistance variations.

Temperature dependence of AMR in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${\hbox {SrIrO}}_{3}$$\end{document}$ {#Sec4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------
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                \begin{document}$$\rho $$\end{document}$) versus temperature (*T*) characteristics of three SIO films of different thicknesses are shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. The films show metallic behavior with an upturn at low temperature similar to previous reports \[[@CR13], [@CR14], [@CR16], [@CR21]\]. The out-of-plane MR of the 6 u.c. film measured at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$540\,\mathrm {mK}$$\end{document}$ is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b. The MR is quasilinear down to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$4\,\mathrm {K}$$\end{document}$ and increases in magnitude with decreasing temperature. Its magnitude is approximately 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in polycrystalline samples, where it was attributed to a topological transition of a Dirac node and enhanced paramagnetism \[[@CR18]\]. At low temperature, a negative MR component appears. For the 6 u.c. film, this is below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$2\,\mathrm {K}$$\end{document}$; however, this value depends sensitively on the film thickness. MR measurements on the 5 and 30 u.c. films display similar behavior and are included in the supplementary material. In previous work, we showed that this behavior is governed by a crossover from weak antilocalization to weak localization as the film thickness is reduced \[[@CR16]\].Fig. 1**a** Resistivity versus temperature of SIO films of different thicknesses grown on STO. **b** Out-of-plane MR of a 6 u.c. SIO film measured at two different temperatures

We study the MR of the 6 u.c. film further by varying the angle between the magnetic field (*B*) and the film normal. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}a shows the MR at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$540\,\mathrm {mK}$$\end{document}$ (bottom) for *B* applied along *z* and *y* (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c for their definition). At $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$4\,\mathrm {K}$$\end{document}$, the two are positive, linear and of equal magnitude, while the negative MR measured at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$540\,\mathrm {mK}$$\end{document}$ shows a pronounced anisotropy. In particular, the magnitude of the negative MR is larger when *B* is parallel to the film normal. The angular dependence is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b, where *B* is rotated with fixed magnitude in the *xy*-plane (top) and in the *yz*-plane (bottom). Interestingly, 4 peaks are observed at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$4\,\text {K}$$\end{document}$. Additionally, the MR in the *yz*-plane displays two peaks of larger magnitude, while the peaks heights are equal in the *xy*-plane.Fig. 2**a** MR of a 6 u.c. SIO film measured at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$540\,\mathrm {mK}$$\end{document}$ (bottom) for magnetic fields applied along *z* (out-of-plane) and along *y* (in-plane, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Decoupling of AMR sources {#Sec5}
-------------------------

AMR consists of a noncrystalline and a crystalline component, which have very different microscopic origins. The noncrystalline component depends on the angle between the magnetization (*M*) and current (*I*), reflecting the difference between transport scattering matrix elements for the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$I\perp M$$\end{document}$ configurations. The crystalline component, instead, originates from the changes in the equilibrium relativistic electronic structure induced by the rotating magnetization and is thus related to SOC. It manifests itself as a difference between scattering matrix elements for the electrons with momentum parallel and perpendicular to *M*. Owing to the anisotropy of the electronic structure with respect to the magnetization angle, these matrix elements may change when *M* is rotated \[[@CR26]\].

The two contributions to the AMR can be identified by measuring the magnitude of the MR while rotating *B* across the different planes defined by our sample geometry (illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}c). In a rotating magnetic field of strength larger than the coercive field, *M* follows *B*. This implies that the angle $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta $$\end{document}$ between *M* and the electrical current *I* may vary, which, for noncrystalline AMR, results in a signal proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sin ^2(\theta )$$\end{document}$. If the magnetic field rotates along in the plane perpendicular to the current (*xz*-plane), the angle between *M* and *I* remains constant and the AMR is determined by the varying angle between magnetization and crystal axes. In this way, the crystalline component of the AMR can be isolated.

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the angular dependence of the MR measured while rotating *B* in the *xy*-, *yz*-, and *xz*-planes. The measurements are performed at the base temperature of the system ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T = 75\,\text {mK}$$\end{document}$). Since at this temperature, the sample resistance (*R*) is large and its variation with magnetic field is small, we use a Wheatstone bridge circuit to accurately measure the change in resistance ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$B = 0.15\,\text {T}$$\end{document}$ \[Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}a (top)\], the symmetry of the AMR is twofold, and the magnitude of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta R$$\end{document}$ is nearly equal when rotating the field in the *xz*- and *yz*-planes. The difference (and the small signal in the *xy*-plane) is likely due to a slight misalignment in angle. This indicates that this component \[proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sin ^2(\phi )$$\end{document}$\] is not of noncrystalline origin, as the angle between *I* and *M* varies in the *yz*-plane, whereas it is always $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$90^\circ $$\end{document}$ in the *xz*-plane. Instead, this component depends on the relative angle between *B* and the film normal and is also present at low fields. It cannot be attributed to classical MR, as this would provide a positive contribution to the MR when *B* is perpendicular to the plane. Therefore, this MR most likely originates from the anisotropy of quantum corrections, as the negative MR associated with weak localization is largest when *B* is along *z*.Fig. 3**a** Angular dependence of the MR in the *xy*-, *xz*- and *yz*-planes measured at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\,\mathrm {T}$$\end{document}$ (bottom). On the right, polar plots of the MR are shown. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\Delta R$$\end{document}$ is defined as the relative resistance measured during the angular sweep. **b** Schematic of the measurement configuration
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                \begin{document}$$180^\circ $$\end{document}$. The polar plots (right) confirm that the MR in the *xy*-plane is fourfold symmetric, while it shows two large and two small lobes in the *xz* and *yz*-planes. The magnitude of the fourfold symmetric component \[proportional to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\cos ^2(2\phi )$$\end{document}$\] is equal in all planes: this component is thus solely affected by the relative orientation of *B* and the crystal axes. We note that this AMR component cannot be measured in polycrystalline samples as the contributions from different crystalline domains average out. The sign and symmetry of this component is not compatible with classical MR or weak (anti)localization. The negative MR is largest when the field is oriented at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$45^\circ $$\end{document}$ with respect to the tetragonal unit cell (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b). Since crystalline AMR requires a net magnetization that rotates with respect to the crystal axes, we attribute this to field-induced magnetic ordering in the SIO film. This is consistent with reports of a divergent magnetic susceptibility at low temperatures \[[@CR22]\] and signatures of a magnetic transition below $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Field-induced magnetic transition {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

To determine the field at which the crystalline AMR appears, we measure the angular dependence of the MR for different magnitudes of *B* as shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b. The magnitude of the AMR gradually increases, and the field at which the additional peaks appear can be determined by tracking $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusions {#Sec7}
===========

In conclusion, we showed that the low-temperature, negative MR component in SIO thin films is anisotropic with respect to the magnetic field orientation. The twofold symmetric component, present only when the angle between *B* and the film normal is varied, is attributed to the anisotropy of weak (anti)localization. A fourfold symmetric component appears as *B* is increased, and the critical field corresponds well to the quantum critical point previously reported by Cao et al. \[[@CR22]\]. We attribute this to crystalline AMR resulting from a field-induced magnetic state in ultrathin SIO. Our study underlines the connection between SOC, magnetization and orbital character in strontium iridates. The discovery of a field-induced magnetic state has important implications for interfaces with SIO, where interfacial magnetism, easy-axis reorientation and topological Hall effect have been observed \[[@CR29]--[@CR31]\].
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